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My J/88 Story- by Rich Stearns 
This story begins in the fall of 2013, when I sailed the J/88 for the first time in Newport, 
RI.  I really liked the boat but I wondered, how will it 
fit into the racing scene in Lake Michigan and who 
would want this particular boat. I have sailed boats 
from a Sunfish to IOR Maxi's and 12 meters and I 
have discovered I enjoy smaller boats more than the 
big ones. So for me, this 29 footer was right up my 
ally. My big question was could it do all the things I 
want to do with a boat? 
 
My perfect boat needs to do the following: 
1. Has to be fast and fun to sail 
2. Has to be affordable (hold value for resale price) 
J/Boats hold their value better than any boat 
3. Has to have a head 
4. Has to be able to trail behind a normal size vehicle 
5. Has to have a single point lift and be able to put 
mast up with a gin pole so you don’t need a boat yard to launch.  
6. Can sail the Mackinac Race 
7. Can sail short-handed around the buoys 
 
After sailing in Newport I bought our first demo boat. But I had to start to put all the 
pieces together to see if this really was my perfect boat. We were planning to get a new 
car anyway and the idea of towing the J/88 had us looking hard at what could work.  We 
live downtown Chicago in a 1924 building and the parking is tight. No way could I have 
truck or a big SUV nor did we really want one. Most medium SUV's can only tow 3500 
pounds. However Jeep had just come out with Grand Cherokee diesel and that fit the bill. 
It can tow up to 7200 lbs and when not towing the boat can get 29mpg on the highway.  
 

I picked up the boat on January 2, 2014 during winter 
storm Hercules. Schools were closing in Rhode Island 
and I was pulling a boat to Chicago. We did have to 
stop in the mountains of Pennsylvania but it wasn't the 
car or trailer's fault.  There was 2" of ice on the road 
and the spin outs of other vehicles were getting out of 
control. The next morning we were able to get back on 
the road.  Driving was smooth and the trailer very 
stable until we got to Indiana. There was some rocking 

in the rig as we approached Chicago. We found out later they closed I-80 to trucks 
because of 50 mph wind. So the answer was “yes”, a mid size SUV can tow the J/88 over 
mountains and through storms.  
 
The boat sold before we got it home so I bought another one. For our second boat we got 
two spinnaker halyards/shivs for the port-to-port races.  I would recommend this on all 
boats. 
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I went back to Rhode Island in late March to pick up the second boat (hull #24). I wanted 
to get it back to Chicago and do some work on it before taking it to Charleston race week. 
There was another winter storm, but as before there was no problem with trailing the 
boat. A month later I trailed it from Chicago to Charleston.  I only go 65 mph with the 
rig, otherwise the miles per gallon goes down. On average, I get 12.8 miles per gallon 
(that includes travelling through mountains). In Charleston I couldn't find a single lift to 
launch the boat so we had to use a boat yard. Everything went smooth.  
 
Sailing outside the harbor off Charleston is a problem, it is really far out in the ocean. 
The good news is the J/88 planes and can go just under 8 knots under power! That is a far 
cry from a Tartan 10, the other popular boat in Chicago, which is lucky to make 5 knots.  
 
Sailing PHRF in Charleston is a rough deal. I would recommend one-design anytime. 
The rating bands are huge and some of the boats have crazy ratings. When we got home I 
asked the Lake Michigan PHRF committee to change the rating and they told me some of 
the boat we sailed against have known cheater ratings, or they were just wrong. The other 
problem with such wide range of ratings in the same section over 50 seconds the current 
affect the results. But we had a great time sailing against the other J/88 and placing in the 
middle of the fleet. I would not recommend doing Charleston Race Week without a one 
design fleet or a narrower band of rating.  
 
When I got back from Charleston it was time to rig boats and sail with clients so I 
couldn't race the J/88. However, Ben Wilson on 
"Rambler" (hull #12) was racing medium distance 
races and placing well. The first test of both boats 
in Lake Michigan was the Waukegan race, a 30 
mile race up the shore of Illinois from Chicago to 
Waukegan. It was a foggy day and the race started 
downwind in a light breeze (~6 kts). With 
spinnakers up we edged "Rambler" out over the 
line. As is common with fleets on a run, people tend 
to take each other up. The boats on starboard just 
kept taking each other out into the lake. We stayed 
low, which was surprising as we are asymmetrical and most of the boats we were sailing 
against were symmetric spinnaker boats. About 20 minutes into the race we got a shift to 
the southeast and the fog got thick and we jibed. At that point, you could not see 2 boat 
lengths away, and we lost "Rambler" as they stayed on the other jibe longer than us. The 
rest of the 30 mile race we never saw another boat. We got lucky as we approached 
shore, the fog lifted and a small shift came and we could jibe away and almost lay the 
finish line. We were about 3 miles from the finish and still had not seen anyone else when 
one of our crew called out "I see another boat!"  Hokey Smoke guys it looks kind of big! 
The fog engulfed the boat again and all we could do was hope it wasn't a 25 footer. Then 
there it was again, coming out of the fog…FAST! @#** it is the TP52 "Imedi"!  How 
could we be ahead of her after 30 miles???? Can we beat her to the finish with two miles 
to go? We found out he answer quickly and it was no. The TP52 was going twice our 
speed and passed us up. Then we saw another boat and this time REALLY big. It was 
"Ocean" the Andrews 77. We just missed beating her across the line but, boy what fun! 
Since the boat is so easy to put away, we got into the harbor first and tied up front and 
center.  I guess we took the big boats spot as they made us move down the wall. As the 
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boats came in we found the J/88 is so small that as the dock fills up and 40 foot boats 
can't raft off the J/88 because they overlap the boats in front and back too much.  Guess 
they need faster boats. A few minutes later in came "Rambler" First and second 
OVERALL in the fleet of 73 boats.  
 
The final test for me was how this boat would perform in the Mac Race. People years ago 
said the T-10 would never make it to Mackinac Island. Well, that has been proven wrong 

over and over again. At their peak of 
popularity 50 T-10's sailed each year in the 
race. There are still 25 boats that sail in the 
event. So when people said the J/88 would be 
a boat we couldn't do the Mac Race on I knew 
they had no idea of what the boat was. 
Because of the single lift point in the boat we 
were able to take the boat to Belmont Harbor 
before the race to wash the bottom.  What an 
advantage to be able to haul your boat no 

diver could get it that clean. My wife Lori provisioned the boat, simple food but good. 
We did make our own water from the lake to save weight and it worked great. As is usual 
the race was determined to be a downwind race and we started on a beat. With an S&S 50 
below us at the start we just couldn't hold our gauge but were the same speed in the light 
winds. We decided it was Code 0 time, we couldn't point but were we fast! We could stay 
high enough to stay off the western shore for the day until the wind started turning. The 
rest of the race was just fun. Since it was mostly downwind we were able to sleep one 
person in the V-berth, so everyone had a bunk. If it had been on the nose we had a pool 
float mattress that we rigged in the quarter berth (we sailed with 6 crew).  
 
I had rented a satellite system so we could get the tracking of the fleet while over the 

open waters of Lake Michigan. The Mackinac race uses 
"Yellow Brick" tracking on all boats. After we jumped 
into the lead with the Code 0 we just covered the fleet. 
It was just a fun uneventful race up through the 
Manitou straights and around Gray’s Reef light house 
and to Can 3. But the wind had come up and we were 
not sure we 
could hold the 

spinnaker from the can to the Mackinac Bridge. 
Well, it had to be one of the rides of my life. We 
didn't have instruments or a Speedo but we did 
have GPS speed. We never went under 10 knots. 
As we planed by larger boat we got fist pumps 
and whoops form them all. My wife was calling 
out the speed for all the crew…13.5, 13.8, 14.5.   
At one point there came a scream of “OH S***!!” 
What was wrong? We found out that at a speed of 
15.2 knots a wave will literally blow your shoes off.  Ben Wilson's (owner of hull 12" 
size 15 shoe was gone)! Lost a shoe at 15.2!!  What a ride! We finished with the J/105's 
and Beneteau 36.7's, boats that had started before us. However, the win was not to be. An 
old Beneteau 42 had followed the weatherman's forecast and went way up the Wisconsin 
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shore and took first place, finishing behind us but correcting out over us. But second isn't 
bad, and we were thrilled, and another check off my list for the perfect boat.  
 
Next, my wife and I delivered the boat to Harbor Springs where it sailed in the "U Gotta 
Regatta" while I sailed the J/111 NA's. When we were finished sailing Sunday, Irish boat 
shop pulled the boat and we were home in bed in Chicago by midnight.  
 
Ben Wilson has been sailing his boat all summer and done quite well in all the races. Lori 
and I wanted to do one last race with Ben since our boat was sold to Craig Juel. The Bi-
State is a 60 mile race across Lake Michigan on Friday night and a day race back on 
Sunday. We knew the boat as a killer off the wind but even though this was not a beat it 

was a tight fetch. We found out it was no 
problem for the J/88.  The wind was on the 
nose blowing 18 kts and the boat held its 
own. When a bigger, faster boat came by we 
jumped on their wave and got a tow for over 
an hour. The wind moved aft, and well, the 
J/88 planes all the time so we kissed the 
fleet goodbye. With a deck stepped mast the 
boat is really dry. I would get a dodger if I 
was doing long distance races. First place 
OVERALL to St. Joe, Michigan.  
 

On the way back from St. Joe it was lighter but again a fetch to Chicago. We struggled 
with some of the bigger boats in the section. Then about 30 miles into the race the wind 
started moving aft and we began to move into first place. With 15 miles to go we went to 
put the Code 0 up. The sail went close to the top and the shackle opened up. J/88's don't 
come with two spinnaker or jib halyards. When you order a boat I recommend to at least 
get a second spinnaker halyard. We had to go bare headed and take a crew up the jib 
halyard to retrieve the lost spinnaker halyard. The jib halyard goes up just close enough 
to the top you can reach the top. It took a long time and we were now a mile behind the 
leader.  However, with the Code 0 in light air we quickly blew by all the boats in our 
section. None of them had a Code 0. By the end of the race we couldn't see the next boat 
in our section. First OVERALL again!. 
 
So for me the questions are answered. The J/88 is just about the perfect boat for sailing in 
Chicago and Lake Michigan and probably your home waters. There may be other boats 
that have features not found in the J/88, but for my list of "perfect boat" the J/88 is hard 
to beat.  
 

 


